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Section
1.1.8

Title
Infrastructure

Comment
What does the following statement refer to and what is the evidence? I had never heard of such a claim (For a start, the Power House
buildings were not “heritage listed”):

The following statement is closer to the mark:

In other words, it’s not about the buildings themselves but the lack of investment (and I would say other factors, including poor
leadership)
1.2.1

Financial
unsustainability

This is a reasonable claim that again does not reflect on the buildings or the site itself but the lack of re-investment in permanent galleries.
I alluded to this in my evidence at the Inquiry.

1.2.2

Compromised
core functions

The following claim is implausible and yet is made with no supporting evidence, rather is followed by more assertions:

There is no definition of terms here: what is meant by “end of its useful life” and “no longer fit-for-purpose”?
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Then there is the following claim. Again, where are the specific examples of exhibition opportunities that have been declined and, if they
do exist, were they really declined because of the building’s limitations?

Lastly, there is an overuse of the buzz term “sub-optimal” to describe storage facilities, as in

1.2.3

Sub-standard
facilities

.
There is a lack of specific examples here too. “Sub-optimal” simply means “less than the highest standard”. Almost all facilities of all
museums in Australia could be similarly described, which leads to the suspicion that the term has been used in the report repeatedly to
keep it vague but create the general impression of poor storage conditions that are damaging to the collection. Also, what are the
problematic OH&S issues? Again, no specifics but I suspect one or two minor issues are being presented as a general problem.
There is a general statement here about the PHM complex not being “fit-for-purpose”:

This statement implies that the Museum buildings were never “fit-for-purpose”. This may be concluded because the statement makes no
reference to degradation, rather merely suggests that the mix of connected modern and heritage structures imposes “operational
inefficiencies” that make the functioning of the Museum unsustainable. As this configuration has been roughly similar since the PHM
opened in 1988, it was apparently unsustainable then and has been for 30 years! While we know that there were some operational
inefficiencies resulting from the marriage of existing old and new structures built for different functions, in my experience these were
overwhelmed by the character, historic context and architectural appeal, both external and internal, of the resulting “Powerhouse
Museum”. In conclusion, this seems like another example of over-reach.
2.1.2

Site
significance

It's important to acknowledge that, for all its faults, the 2014 Business Case does in effect make a case to retain the Museum on its Ultimo
site. Statements such as the following (on p19) were obviously ignored in the Government's single-minded determination to sell the site
and move the Museum to Parramatta. It is also clear that Ultimo is not regarded as “remote” from the CBD but part of the then arc or
“cultural ribbon” of cultural facilities. The Government is happy to quote the Master Plan when it suits (e.g., no longer fit-for-purpose”)
but ignores points like this about the strategic and historic importance of its location in Ultimo.
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Worldrenowned
collection

The GLAM sector Innovation Study is cited to support the claim that, with a national museum average of 5% of collections on display, the
PHM falls well short at 1.5% and the current site is not adequate to lift this to an acceptable level:

The Glam Innovation Study does make this point but its overwhelming theme is about improving digital access, which is (conveniently?)
not mentioned in this section of the Master Plan. On average, 25% of national collections are digitised:

[See https://mgnsw.org.au/media/uploads/files/GLAM_Innovation_Study_September2014-Report_Final_accessible.pdf ]
This is an area where the MAAS has achieved considerable progress, albeit constrained in recent years.
However, the quoted figure of 1.5% on display is a statistic where the devil is in the detail, as we know. Anecdotally, the museum’s
funding limitations have led to a reduced exhibition program, fewer objects being treated and put on display and a much less dense
object: square metre ratio within the Museum. As the National Museum’s Matthew Trinca says in the GLAM Innovation Study, museums
must retain their distinctive difference to other cultural institutions by providing physical as well as digital public access to their
collections. However, it is ludicrous to suggest that the capacity to display objects from the collection of the current Powerhouse
Museum buildings has been optimised.
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Comments about Appendices
Appendix A – Commercial strategy – Ernst & Young report – Powerhouse site
Section

Title

1.1

Introduction

1.2

Key findings

4.4

Gap
Analysis

Comment
Right from the start, the Museum’s problems are assumed to be property and building related, as if progressive loss of skilled personnel, reduced
operating budgets and poor leadership had nothing to do with it. Note in particular the 2nd para:
The point here is that if buildings and property are the problem, then different buildings and property are a solution.

This is where the mantra of “not fit-for-purpose” is drawn from. My guess is that management said this – and often - in their briefings with consultants
but I can’t find any specific examples given that illustrate why they were not fit-for-purpose. For example, exactly what international exhibitions could not be
accommodated or what problems were caused by, say, the sound spillage resulting from spaces not being enclosed.
The “Gap Analysis” on p.39 of the EY report seeks to identify shortcomings in the current PHM buildings compared with current and future operational
needs (note in the third dot point below a significant typo “comprises” instead of “compromises”!). However, I cannot find anywhere in the EY report
where the claims of inadequate facilities (not “fit-for-purpose”) are backed up with examples. Does this mean that the Museum merely made claims to this
effect that the consultants didn’t test? (see over)
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4.7.1

Modelling
analysis

The over-reach of the Master Plan and its budget is evidenced by the cost of a new building to replace the Wran Building, costing $171m of the total
$350m, almost half the total budget! The cost to government of the 2014 was never the quoted $352m, It was $291m… (EY report p.52):

Andrew Grant

Former Senior Curator, Transport (1988-2012), Acting Manager, Collection Development and Research (1995-1996), Group Leader, Exhibition Development (1984-1988), Curator,
Transport and Engineering (1980-1988)
Powerhouse Museum/Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences
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